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(how one stamp led me on a search all about  an historic family of New 
Haven, some historic buildings and more than I ever wanted to know 

about baby food supplements)

Louis J. Gotlib



It’s not just the item(s) you collect, 
it is also what you can learn by 
digging into things



What I first thought (and expected to find…)

• Initially I thought that Imperial Granum was a “quack medicine” item

• I expected I’d have some fun with the weird claims it made and 
maybe even find it was truly harmful (and many such “medical”  
items were)

• No such luck- it wasn’t necessarily great stuff, but it wasn’t harmful, 
and it had a long history



What’s on the Stamp(s)?

The name

Trademark 
date

Medical “claim”

Edward Heaton

The “seal”



Heaton also used this seal on some products



What’s on the Stamp (2)?

• The Name- granum comes from the word “grain” as it was mainly a grain 
product. “Imperial” was just a bit of advertising to make it sound more 
impressive

• The Registration Date (date of name trademark)- although invented in the 
1860’s, the name was not registered until 1877

• EH- Edward Heaton, a New Haven businessman man who manufactured it 
and later sold the rights to John Carle

• “Great Medicinal Food”- specific rules dictated when a proprietary 
medicine stamp was required because it made a health claim

• The “seal” while interesting is nothing but advertising and has no official 
status associated with it (although it is intended to look like a government 
seal)



Digression- similar products had already been created-
Justus von Liebig and Early Baby Formula

• Early organic chemist,
• Worked in the fertilizer industry early on, well before Haber* 
• Developed a means of obtaining “beef extracts” and a created the bouillon 

cube
• Did much work on elemental analysis of compounds and 
    created what we now think of as the modern chemistry lab
• Developed a breast milk supplement and substitute (Liebig’s Formula 

developed in 1865)
• I always find in interesting how many other nations pay tribute to their 

scientists and thinkers in stamps and currency (unlike the US)

for 
another 
time



Why a Revenue Stamp?
(or why 2 of them?)

• A proprietary medicine stamp was required mainly because the stamp 
made medical claims

• The Tax Act of 1862 was passed to help fund the Civil War.  These stamps 
showed payment of taxes and  many manufacturers  took advantage of the 
discount for providing/printing the stamps on their own (also free 
advertising)

• The initial stamp from 1881 (391000 were printed) used black ink, but this 
was thought by some to be too closely related to the color of mourning, so 
the later stamps were identical in form, but printed in brown

• Infant and maternal mortality rates were often was high as 20-25% given 
poor understanding of nutrition and infection and the lack of any vaccines



Proprietary Medicine Stamps..

• The tax period ended in 1883 (although it did recur from 1898 – 
1902) to help fund the Spanish American War

• RS104 and RS105 were printed starting in 1881, well after Imperial 
Granum was being sold, as that was when the Commissioner of the 
Internal Revenue Service determined that Imperial Granum was 
subject to this ta as the product made medicinal claims.

• Both RS104 and RS105 are type d, watermarked paper



Who Invented it…?

• John Edward Heaton claimed to have invented the product in 1865 
and then registered the name in 1877

• However, the Lake County Museum (in British Columbia) has a set of 
blog posts that states  ”…it was indeed started by Edward Heaton , a 
recipe given to him in compensation of debt by Mrs. Green, the wife 
of the debtor. (Long story) … research readily provides that 
information for which I am surprised it was not included herein.”

I can’t find any such information  on this (requests on the blog and to 
museum yielded no help)



History of Imperial Granum
• Credit for its invention goes to John Edward Heaton of New Haven 

who created the formula in 1865 (see Liebig slide)

• It is a wheat/milled gruel meant to be added to baby formula or milk 
for premature infants or for those not gaining weight (it could also be 
used for “invalids”)

• The box says: “This original and world-renowned dietetic preparation 
is a substance of unrivaled purity and nutritive worth derived by a 
new process from very superior growth of wheat—nothing more.” 

• Gruels of this kind had been used by many cultures throughout 
history



It predates but is similar the better known 
“Pablum”
• Pablum is a multi-grain processed cereal developed 

as a nutritious, precooked digestible food for 
infants. The cereal was first developed at the 
Hospital for Sick Children in  Toronto in 1930 by 
pediatric doctors Theodore Drake and Frederick 
Tisdall under the supervision of physician-in-chief 
Alan Brown. Pablum became commercially available 
in 1934 through an agreement with the Mead 
Johnson & Company and was used as a brand name 
through the early 21st century.



Imperial Granum

• The rights to Imperial Granum were sold to the John Carle Company 
which had been founded in 1817. They were the sole distributor of 
the product (see sales receipts)

• The goal of the product seems to be weight gain (used I think as a 
proxy for health and nutrition)

• It did provide nutrition but hardly what we would think of as balanced 
and much of the benefit was likely luck (vitamins had not yet been 
discovered nor their specific functions understood)



Even mentioned in a manuscript Mark Twain wrote 
(but didn’t send) to the New York Evening Post

• To the Editor of the New York Evening Post 
23 November 1880 • Hartford, Conn. 

……. We fed her with common manure; with guano; with ashes, hair 
restorative, gold filings, milk breast milk, cow’s milk, condensed milk, 
imperial granum, whale oil, whisky, Pond’s Extract, blue mass, vasiline, 
kerosene, Epsom salts, government bonds—in fact everything in the nature 
of a persuader that could be thought of; but it was of no use; 

• He is describing trying to revive a plant he had gotten as a gift from the 
Mayor of Stratford-Upon-Avon



The Crest on the Box (these two were used )

• The text on the crest reads “DIEU ET MON DROIT” 
which translates from the old French to 

• ”God and my Right”
• It is the motto of the British Monarchy (who knew the 

motto of the British Monarchy was in French? Mon 
Dieu!)

• In looking at the advertising materials one sees many 
technical terms that indicate an intended audience of 
those with education (and presumably money)



Box of Imperial Granum

Modesty, to say the 
least!



Box (cont’d)



Tin of Imperial Granum



Tin (cont’d)

Food and Drugs Act of 1906



The Food & Drugs Act of 1906 (Dr. Wiley’s Law)

• Signed into law on the same day as the Federal Meat Inspection Act (T. 
Roosevelt)

• Largely prompted by works such as Upton Sinclair’s “The Jungle”

• Main purpose was to ban foreign and interstate traffic in adulterated or 
mislabeled food and drug products, and it directed the U.S. Bureau of 
Chemistry to inspect products and refer offenders to prosecutors.

• Was principally  designed to raise standards in the food and drug 
industries and protect the reputations and pocketbooks of honest 
businessmen. 



The Food & Drugs Act of 1906 (Dr. Wiley’s Law)

• With more interstate commerce products were being 

shipped and preservatives were used to prevent spoilage 

(including phenol and formaldehyde)- no refrigeration yet

• Specific chemicals that were dangerous/addictive (heroin, opium)  had to be listed on 

    package labels (this did not apply to Imperial Granum). No other information on contents 

   needed to be listed

• This was really a sort of “truth in advertising law” and not so much a law that ensured 
products had to do what they claimed 

• Led to the formation of the FDA (officially in 1927)

• Replaced by the Food, Drug  and Cosmetic Act of 1938



What Made it so Popular? 
(other than good marketing)

• L.E. La Fetra was a prominent visiting physician in the pediatrics unit 
at Belleview Hospital  and Columbia Medical School

• In his paper on feeding of infants (and especially premature infants)  
he specifically mentioned Imperial Granum). 

• By this time Imperial Granum had been around for about 38 years but 
this gave it a greater air of respectability

• His paper  on this was published in a prestigious journal and this gave 
a boost to sales of Imperial Granum

• The product was sold as late as 1941



It was taken seriously



Almost all carbohydrate (80%)



Mentioned in many infant care books



First page of La Fetra article & Key paragraph

“We have found it most satisfactory to use 6 per 
cent. top milk as the basis of the modification and 
to dilute this at first with whey or with a gruel made 
from Imperial Granum; often both the whey and 
the granum are used as a diluent. Five ounces of 6 
per cent. milk, 10 ounces of whey and 5 ounces 
Imperial Granum water are used to make up a 20-
ounce mixture. To this is added either milk sugar or 
more often dextrimaltose in quantity from 1/2 
ounce to 1 1/2 ounces.”



Who Was Edward Heaton?

• From a wealthy New Haven Family

• Born 1858, died 1930

• Wife Florence (1874-1951)

• Children (these are their real names!)

• Trowbridge

• Jennison (also known as Ninette)

• Florence

• John Rutherford



Edward Heaton

• Lived the last 20 years of his life 
in Switzerland

• Made a lot of money from the 
Imperial Granum Product

• Company had actually been 
founded by his father

• Obituary in NYT



The Imperial Granum Building

• Also known as the Del Monico Building
• At the intersection of Elm & Orange Streets in
      New Haven
• Actually, a pair of buildings from 1875 and 1877



Who Was John Carle?

Wealthy and high successful 
druggist who sold products all 
over the country.
He was a sole provider of Imperial 
Granum, per his deal with Edward 
Heaton.
His company had their own 
building.
Member of the College of 
Pharmacy of the City of NY in 1873 
(served a a trustee and VP of that 
organization).



Order placed to John Carle (rec’d by Charles Rice)

$265 worth of cod liver oil  in 1891
= about $12200 today



Order placed for Imperial Granum



The Carle Building

Carle Building, 151-153 Water Street, 134-136 Maiden Lane, 
New York, New York County, NY

Built in 1839, demolished in 1960

https://picryl.com/search?q=Carle%20Building%2C%20151-153%20Water%20Street%2C%20134-136%20Maiden%20Lane%2C%20New%20York%2C%20New%20York%20County%2C%20NY
https://picryl.com/search?q=Carle%20Building%2C%20151-153%20Water%20Street%2C%20134-136%20Maiden%20Lane%2C%20New%20York%2C%20New%20York%20County%2C%20NY
https://picryl.com/search?q=Carle%20Building%2C%20151-153%20Water%20Street%2C%20134-136%20Maiden%20Lane%2C%20New%20York%2C%20New%20York%20County%2C%20NY


Carle Building Historical Registry Document



Examples of Related Items
 to be passed around

• Samples of Imperial Granum boxes

• Orders for products from John Carle (one signed by Charles Rice, a 
leading chemist of the day)

• Obituary notices for Edward Heaton, John Carle, Charles Rice

• Advertisements for Imperial Granum

• Booklets on feeding of Infants

• Stamps (US RS104d, US RS105d, Germany 695, 768)



Booklet Produced by John Carle

No author is listed!



Advertising Cards



Thanks. Any questions, comments, discussion 
and/or rebuttal?
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